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The manual labeling work for constructing the Korean corpus is too time-consuming and laborious. It is difficult for low-minority languages to integrate resources. As a result, the research
progress of Korean language information processing is slow. From the perspective of representation learning, reinforcement learning was combined with traditional deep learning methods.
Based on the Korean text classification effect as a benchmark, and studied how to extract important Korean words in sentences. A structured model Information Distilled of Korean (IDK)
was proposed. The model recognizes the words in Korean sentences and retains important words
and deletes non-important words. Thereby transforming the reconstruction of the sentence into
a sequential decision problem. So you can introduce the Policy Gradient method in reinforcement learning to solve the conversion problem. The results show that the model can identify the
important words in Korean instead of manual annotation for representation learning. Furthermore, compared with traditional text classification methods, the model also improves the effect
of Korean text classification.
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The languages of ethnic minorities have created the diversity of Chinese characters and are an important part of Chinese characters, providing important support for the development of national culture.
However, the research on Korean natural language processing in my country is still in the development
stage, and the related research is still relatively lagging behind South Korea and North Korea(Bi, 2011).
For manual annotation of Korean sentences, the structure division requires a lot of energy and time. So
for this problem, we associate the method of representation learning. Representation learning has been
widely used in text classification, sentiment analysis, language reasoning and other fields in recent years.
It is a basic problem in the field of artificial intelligence, and it is particularly important in the field of
natural language processing. Therefore, we use this method as the core logic of the model, aiming at Korean text, identifying important words and performing sentence classification tasks on newly constructed
sentences. The resulting structural representation does not require manual annotation, greatly reducing
manpower and scientific research resources.
In order to find important Korean words in sentences, we use the effect of text classification as feedback in reinforcement learning. The current mainstream text classification models are roughly divided
into four types: bag-of-words model, sequence model, structure representation model, and attention
model. The bag-of-words representation model often ignores the order of words, such as deep average
networks, self-encoders (Joulin A, 2017); the sequence representation model often only considers the
words themselves, but ignores the phrase structure, such as CNN, RNN and other neural network models
(Y, 2014); structural representation models often rely on pre-specified parse trees to construct structured
representations, such as Tree-LSTM, recursive autoencoders (Zhu X, 2015); representation models based
on attention mechanisms need to use input words or sentences The attention scoring function is used to
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construct a representation, such as Self-Attention (Yang Z, 2016), and the effect is very dependent on
the reliability of scoring. In the existing structured representation model, the structure can be provided
as input, or it can be predicted using the supervised method of explicit tree annotations, but few studies
have studied the representation with automatically optimized structure. Yogatama et al. proposed to construct a binary tree structure for sentence representation only under the supervision of downstream tasks,
but this structure is very complicated and the depth is too large, resulting in unsatisfactory classification
performance (Yogatama D, 2017). Chung et al. proposed a hierarchical representation model to capture
the latent structure of sequences with latent semantics, but the structure can only be found in the hidden
space (Chung J, 2014). Tianyang et al. proposed a method that combines the strategy gradient method
in reinforcement learning with the LSTM model in deep learning. The effect of text classification is used
as the baseline for reinforcement learning to carry out unsupervised structuring, and its structuring effect is closer to Human, and the classification effect is significantly better than other mainstream models
(Tianyang Zhang, 2018).
Inspired by Tianyang et al. , we propose a method that incorporates reinforcement learning. By
identifying the structure related to the task , it does not require explicit structural annotations to construct
a sentence representation. Among them, the structure discovery problem is transformed into a sequence
decision problem. Using the policy gradient method in reinforcement learning (Policy Gradient), the
value of the delayed reward function is used to guide the self-discovery of the structure. The definition
of the reward function is expressed in the same text according to the structure. The classification effect
of the classifier is derived,Each time the structured representation obtained needs to be used after all
sequential decisions have been made,The model incorporates an attention mechanism and a baseline of
reinforcement learning convergence on the basis of predecessors to optimize it. The main purpose of
the model IDK we designed is to delete the unimportant words in the sentence, retain the words most
relevant to the task, and construct a new sentence representation, in which the strategy network, the
structured representation, and the classification network are seamlessly integrated. The strategy network
defines the strategy used to discover the structure. The classification network calculates the classification
accuracy based on the structured sentence representation, and passes the value of the reward function to
the strategy network to promote the self-optimization of the entire network model.

L

Strategy network based on reinforcement learning combined with attention
mechanism
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The core idea of the strategy network is the Policy Gradient method , which is different from the traditional method. Instead of backpropagating through errors, the observation reward reward value is used to
enhance or weaken the possibility of selecting actions. That is, the probability that a good action will be
selected next time will increase; the probability that a bad action will be selected next time will decrease.
A complete strategy represents a sequence of actions taken in each state in a round, The cumulative sum
of the revenue generated by each action represents the round reward value. We use a random strategy
π (at |st ; Θ). And use the reward generated by each round delay to guide strategy learning, For each
state of the structured representation model generated each time, different actions are sampled. First, all
the words of the entire sentence must be sampled for action, so as to determine the actions of all states
corresponding to a sentence ,Secondly, the determined action sequence is passed into the representation
model to generate a new structured representation; then the generated structured representation is passed
into the classification network, and this representation model is used to calculate the classification accuracy P (y|X) , Finally, the calculated reward is used for strategy learning. In the loop iteration, a better
strategy is found, so that a better structured representation is obtained, and then a better classification
effect is obtained. The strategy is defined as follows:
π (at |st ; Θ) = σ (W ∗ st + b)

(1)

Which at represents the probability of choosing at; σ represents the sigmoid function; Θ represents the
parameters of the strategy network. During the training, actions are sampled according to the probability
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in equation 1. During the test, the action with the highest probability will be selected to achieve a better
classification effect.
a∗t = argmaxa π (a|st ; Θ)

(2)

When all actions are sampled by the strategy network, the structured representation of the sentence is
determined by the representation model, and the determined representation model is passed to the classification network to obtain, where y is the classification label, reward will be calculated from the predicted
distribution, and There are also factors for thinking about the trend of structural choices. Therefore, the
Policy Gradient method in the reinforcement learning algorithm is used to optimize the parameters of the
strategy network (Keneshloo Y, 2019), so as to maximize the expected return, as shown in equation 3.
J(Θ) =
=
=

∑

PΘ (s1 a1 · · · sL aL ) RL

∑ s1 a1 ···sL aL ∏

s1 a1 ···sL aL

∑

p (s1 )
∏

s1 a1 ···sL aL t

t

πΘ (at |st ) p (st+1 |st , at ) RL

(3)

πΘ (at |st ) RL
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The reward calculation is only for one round, because the state at step t + 1 is completely determined
by the state at step t, so the probability sum is 1. Through the likelihood ratio technique, the following
gradient update strategy network (Sutton R S, 2000) is finally used, where N represents the round number. In the iterative process of reinforcement learning, the variance is generally large. If the loss value is
always positive, the direction of the iteration is easy to move toward. It has been proceeding in the wrong
direction, so the introduction of b as a baseline can accelerate convergence, as shown in equation 4.
N ∑
L
1 ∑
(RL − b)∇Θ log πΘ (at |st )
N n=1 t=1

20

∇Θ J(Θ) = −

(4)
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On this basis, the attention mechanism is introduced into the strategy network, and the EncoderDecoder framework is adopted. Use Bi-LSTM (Graves A, 2005) as the encoder model, LSTM as the
decoder model, and the output of the structured representation model as the input of the strategy network,
because the core logic of the attention model is from focusing on the whole to focusing on the core. The
purpose of this article is the same, so the combination of reinforcement learning and Soft Attention
mechanism to make up for the shortcomings of the predecessors in the traditional attention model in the
text classification process, relying heavily on the scoring function (Bahdanau D, 2015). After introducing
the attention mechanism, the corresponding actions in each state are output as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Soft attention mechanism

St = f (St−1 , Yt−1 , Ct )

(5)
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Ct =

T
∑

αtj hj

(6)

j=1

exp(etj )
αtj = ∑T
k=1 exp(etk )

(7)

etj = g(St−1 , hj )

(8)

Where hj is the hidden vector of the input, f is the tanh activation function; C is the attention distribution; and αtj is the attention obtained by each input. After introducing the attention mechanism, the
global observation can be better, so that the generated action sequence is optimized in two aspects of the
strategy gradient and the attention mechanism, thereby improving the model effect.

3

Information Distilled of Korean(IDK)

3.1 The main idea of the model
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Our ultimate goal is to reconstruct more concise Korean sentences by finding important, task-related
words, and at the same time get a structural representation for Korean text classification, and improve
text classification through optimized structured representation. While the text classification has been
improved, the structured representation has also been optimized, and the two promote each other. The
model consists of three parts: strategy gradient network, structured representation model, classification
network. The strategy network adopts a random strategy to sample the actions corresponding to each state, sampling until the end of the sentence, and generating a sequence of actions for the current sentence.
Then the structured representation model converts the action sequence into a structured representation.
Based on this idea, the IDK model is proposed. The classification network classifies based on the obtained structured representation and provides the reward function calculation for the strategy network.
Since a complete structured representation can be given to calculate the reward of the current structured
representation, this process can be solved by the Policy Gradient method. The specific model is shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Network model structure diagram based on reinforcement learning
The model is interleaved by three parts. The state representation of the strategy network comes from
the structured model. The structured model is generated by the action sequence of the strategy network
and the input of the sentence. The classification network is classified and predicted by the resulting
structured model. Strategy The network obtains the reward function value from the classification effect
obtained by the classification network, thereby guiding the strategy to learn a better structured representation.
3.2 Model specific construction
Inspired by the ID-LSTM of Tianyang et al. , an attention mechanism was introduced into the original strategy network to double optimize the action sequence. The main idea of IDK proposed in our
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thoughts is to build a structured representation of a sentence by extracting important words and deleting
irrelevant words in the sentence. In the well-known Chinese and English text processing tasks, there are
many examples such as: ”with”, ”and ”, ”in”, ”of” and other stop words, such stop words rarely help
complete text processing tasks, so it is necessary to refine important features in sentences.Different from
the traditional method, this method does not create a stop word list, and deletes all stop words together.
Because many stop words often constitute a special phrase structure, combing the logical relationship
between the context and deleting it directly without filtering, it will cause the loss of language content
and semantic information, so this method is chosen in our thoughts to purify the final representation
form, thus Concentrate sentences to enhance the effectiveness of downstream classification tasks.
The IDK model converts the sequence of actions transferred from the strategy network into a structured
representation of sentences,Given a sentence X shaped like X = x1 x2 · · · xL , After the sentence X is
transferred to the strategy network, each action ai corresponding to the word position xi is selected from
keeping the current word or deleting the current word, which satisfies the following rules:
{

St , Ct , =

St−1 , Ct−1 ,
at = Delete
Φ (St−1 , Ct , Yt−1 ) , at = Retain

(9)
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The Φ represents the function of the entire model (including gating unit and update function) , S is
the hidden state corresponding to the Decoder cell unit; Y is the output corresponding to the hidden
state of the cell unit; C is the hidden state distribution of the Encoder cell unit;When deleting a word,
the storage unit and hidden state attention distribution of the current position will be copied from the
previous position.
For classification, the last hidden state of the IDK model is used as the input of the classification network, where Ws ∈ Rd×K , bs ∈ RK is the parameter of the classification network, d is the dimension
of the hidden state, is the label of the category, K is the number of classification clusters, the classification network is based on the IDK model The obtained structured representation produces a probability
distribution on the class label, as shown in equation 10.
P (y|X) = softmax (Ws SL + bs )

L

(10)
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To calculate reward, take the logarithm of the output probability calculated by the classification network in equation 10, as shown in equation 11,where cg stands for classification label. In order to make
the model use as few words as possible, the two items in the formula are controlled by calculating the
ratio of the number of deleted words in the sentence to the length of the sentence. Maintain accuracy and
balance the two effects of using a few words,Where L′ represents the number of deleted words, and γ
represents the hyperparameter between 0 and 1 that balances the two terms.
RL = log P (cg |X) + γL′ /L

(11)
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Figure 3: ID-Korean model
As shown in Figure 3, after word recognition is performed on Korean text, only important words are
retained, and the ratio of the amount retained to the number deleted is controlled by the reward function.
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Experimental results and analysis

4.1 Data set description
The data set used in the experiments in this article comes from the corpus constructed by the laboratory to
undertake the ”China-Korea Science and Technology Information Processing Comprehensive Platform”
project. It is further organized into a corpus composed of abstracts of Korean scientific and technological
literature. There are about 30,000 documents, divided into 13 categories such as animals, oceans, and
aerospace. Each Category randomly selects documents according to a 7:3 ratio to form a training set and
a test set. (MingJie Tian, 2018)(Xianyan Meng, 2019). The details of the data set are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Data set introduction
Number of entries
category

Animal
Microorganism
Biomedical Science
The marine environment
Marine technology
Measurement Technology
Others

4582
5472
2752
810
819
1728
1478

Botany
Biotechnology
Climate
Geology
Materials Engineering
Aerospace

Number of entries
6172
1215
708
1735
781
4436
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For Korean corpora, sentences are composed of phrases separated by spaces, and these phrases are
usually followed by auxiliary words or endings. According to the grammatical characteristics of Korean,In the preprocessing process, the Hannanum word segmentation system developed by the Korea
University of Science and Technology is used to cut out the auxiliary words and endings in the phrase,
and restore the predicate to the word itself.
4.2 Model training
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L

When training a classification network, a cross-entropy loss function is used, in which the probability
distribution of the ground truth of the corresponding sentence is coded by one-hot, as shown in equation
12.
L=−

K
∑ ∑

p̂(y, X) log P (y|X)

(12)

X∈D y=1

GloVe training is used to initialize the word vector in the representation model (Pennington J, 2014),
the dimension is set to 256 dim, and it is updated together with other parameters. When using gradient descent to update parameters, the speed of model learning depends on the learning rate and partial
derivative value,To smooth the update of Policy Gradient, multiply the suppression factor γ by equation
4 and set it to 0.1, γ is set to 0.2 in the IDK, equation 11,In the training process, the Adam optimizer
(Kingma D, 2015) is used to optimize the parameters, the learning rate is 0.0005, the Dropout tailoring
is used before the classification network classification, the probability is 0.5, and the mini-batch is 5.
In the model training process, the classification accuracy rate using the IDK model changes with the
number of iterations as shown in Figure 4. The text classification accuracy rate is about 68% at the
beginning of the training, and the accuracy rate increases as the number of iterations increases. When
the number of iterations is between 400 and 600, the classification accuracy of the model rises fastest.
After 800 iterations, the classification accuracy of multilingual text tends to be stable, indicating that the
training of the neural network model has converged. At this time, the text classification of the IDK model
The accuracy rate reached 83.23%.
4.3 Comparative Experiment
In the comparative experiment, a variety of baselines were selected: basic neural network model CNN
without specific structure; LSTM; Bi-LSTM; attention model Self-Attention (Lin Z, 2017). The dimen-
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Figure 4: Soft attention mechanism
sion of the word vector used by these baselines is the same as this article, and the effect is shown in Table
2.
Table 2: Accuracy under different classifiers
ACC

Models

ACC

CNN
LSTM
Bi-LSTM

78.5
74.6
78.14

T-BLSTM-CNN
Self-Attention
IDK

81.68
82.91
83.23
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As shown in Table 2, the classification effect shows that: in different models, our method performs
well in classification. When comparing with previous methods, we combine reinforcement learning
and attention model to use a self-discovery structure and Optimize the structured representation model
for text classification,Different from the predecessors who only focused on the sequence model and its
optimization, this paper designs the model from two aspects of reinforcement learning and attention.
Its classification effect also proves the effectiveness and necessity of representation learning and text
structuring.
4.4 Examples of structured presentation results

Original

Cities are the surface of the

earth, which is most affected by human activity, and the carbon cycle of urban systems
plays an important position and role in the carbon cycle of the world and regions.

IDK

Original

Taking, detecting, and quantifying samples directly
from insect pathogens can directly reflect pathogen wind levels in insect
epidemiological surveys.

IDK

Figure 5: Structural representation example
The specific structured example is shown in Figure 5. In the IDK model, the strike through indicates
the word to be deleted on the original text. The Korean texts mood words, auxiliary words, and some
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adjectives are deleted, and important part of the nouns are retained. The larger the model segmentation
structure is, the closer it is to manual annotation, and the original text is more useful for downstream text
classification tasks after being structured.

5

Conclusion
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We combined reinforcement learning methods to learn Korean sentence representations by finding important words related to the task. In the framework of reinforcement learning and attention mechanism,
this paper uses the IDK model, which is used to extract task-related words and express them in purified
sentences. Among them, reinforcement learning uses the accuracy rate of text classification as a baseline
to optimize the action sequence, and the action sequence can generate a text structure representation
that is more suitable for classification. An attention mechanism is introduced in the process of action
sequence generation to compensate for the variance of the reinforcement learning method. The disadvantage of being too large and difficult to fit, compared with the traditional attention model, not only has
its advantages of taking into account the overall situation, but also adds a more ingenious way to improve
the accuracy of downstream tasks, and the experimental results have performed well. Experiments show
that our method can find important words related to tasks without explicit structure annotation. The model not only improves the effect of Korean text classification, but also works well in the task of processing
Korean text important word recognition.
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